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surface roughness conversion charts and tables definitions and data where ra roughness average in micro meters amp micro inches rms root mean square in micro inches cla center line average in micro inches surface roughness review surface roughness standards comparator the following charts and tables convert surface finish or, it is by far the most common standard requested by customers for their surface finish goals with requirements typically in microinch units of 8 ra 16 ra 32 ra or 63 ra in addition customers sometimes ask for other surface finish parameters such as rz the mean surface roughness calculated by averaging the five highest peaks and the, surface roughness measurements required for compliance to international standards the unit is also suitable for assessing surface roughness conditions in a wide range of general industrial applications particularly where the sample is too large to bring to the laboratory measurements of surface roughness are expressed in terms of ra rz or rt, surface finish guidelines parameter definition of the parameter iso 4287 1997 ra the arithmetic mean of a surface finish profile within a sampling length rp the largest peak height of a surface finish profile within a sampling length measured from the mean line rz the average of the sums of the largest valley depth to the, surface roughness table 1 0 025 2 0 05 4 0 10 8 0 2 16 0 4 32 0 8 63 1 6 125 3 2 250 6 3 500 12 5 1000 25 0 01 0 016 ra rz ry ra in ra in ra in italy a y r ra ra uni 13963 60 ra rz poland lqp czech cwqk japan eg din4763 60vsm 10321 62 pn 58 m 042 5icsno 14450, manufacturer of surface roughness meter 130 roughness comparison specimens roughness tester samsonic surface roughness meter time 3220 and surface profile gauge offered by samruddhi industries ahmedabad gujarat, they are arithmetical mean roughness ra are maximum height ry ten point mean roughness rz mean spacing of profile irregularities sm mean spacing of local peaks of the profile s and profile bearing length ratio tp surface roughness is given as the arithmetical mean value for a randomly sampled area, they are many devices you can use to test the surface roughness of a metal part surface metrology is the measurement of small scale features on surfaces roughness parameters ra rz rq rt assessed profiles primary profile p roughness profile r tp curve ry maximum roughness depth din rmax max roughness depth din also called rtm, roughness measurements of stainless steel surfaces introduction ra value surface roughness is a measure of the texture of a surface it is quantified by the vertical deviations of a real surface from its ideal form if these deviations are great the surface is rough if they are small the surface is smooth roughness is typically considered to, variables affecting the resultant finish are grit size tool load condition of tool feed rate traverse rate condition of metal to be polished and lubricant used if any for precise and consistent results surface finish should be specified in a range or maximum level of roughness average ra, metal surface finish standards if you have any questions or good suggestions on our products and site or if you want to know more information about our products please write them and send to us we will contact you within one business day, a ra and rz are different parameters of roughness ra is the average roughness of a surface rz is the difference between the tallest peak and the deepest valley in the surface you must to verify is your instrument rugosimeter able to show you the rz, as for machining to iron and steel castings the surface finish smooth degree is also an important requirement the following is the conversion chart is from dandong foundry for
Ra um ra micro inch rz um rms and finish degree in China and USA including the related finish methods, surface texture from ra to rz in North America, the most common parameter for surface texture is average roughness ra ra is calculated by an algorithm that measures the average length between the peaks and valleys and the deviation from the mean line on the entire surface within the sampling length using a ratio range for rz to ra, mahr certified dual roughness master 2238983 surface roughness standard with two areas sinusoidal for calibration and triangular for stylus check ra 3m 118in ra 0 4m 16in certified to the value of the standard included parameters ra rz rmax pc rpc which are tracable to n i s t, surface roughness terminology and parameters terminology ra rq sampling length l is the nominal wavelength used for separating roughness and waviness also known as cutoff length or cutoff evaluation length l is the length over which the values of surface parameters are evaluated it is recommended that the evaluation, surface finish analysis april 2 2014 overview the basics the standards asme b46 1 2002 surface texture rz rt rp rv ry wt pt peak to valley height single flaw spatial and slope parameters pc rdq sm bearing ratio parameters tp tpi mr mrd mrc, surface roughness standards comparator surface roughness conversion chart surface roughness ot texture is the measure if the finer surface irregularities in the surface texture and is composed of three components roughness waviness and form these are the result of the manufacturing process employed to create the surface, ratio tp surface roughness is given as the arithmetical mean value for a randomly sampled area mean center line roughness ra is defined in the annexes of jis b 0031 and jis b 0601 ten point mean roughness rz maximum peak ry arithmetical mean roughness ra a section of standard length is sampled from the mean line on, find ry surface finish related suppliers manufacturers products and specifications on globalspec a trusted source of ry surface finish information sub micron level tolerances and surface finishes high precision metal grinding amp lapping services in terms of surface finish ra and ry tool with crystal orientation 110 shows, they are arithmetical mean roughness ra maximum height ry ten point mean roughness rz mean spacing of profile irregularities sm mean spacing of local peaks of the profile s and profile bearing length ratio tp surface roughness is given as the arithmetical mean value for a randomly sampled area, the values of ra ry and rz jis for g specimen are 0 11 0 88 and 0 58 lm respectively larger than that for ep specimen of about 0 05 0 41 and 0 32 lm respectively apparently the surface finishing condition of the ep specimen is better than that of the g specimen, surface roughness tester portable ra rz surface roughness measurement product description the phase ii srg 2000 surface roughness tester profilometer is a pocket sized economically priced instrument for measuring surface roughness texture conforming to traceable standards, gthe evaluation length of ra ry and rz five times the cut off value standard length respectively preferred number series indication of surface texture on drawings preferred number series triangular indication standard length of rycr z c ut o f val e r mm c mm a rit hm ec al noug s a surface roughness excerpt from jis b 0601 1994 and, surface roughness often shortened to roughness is a component of surface texture it is quantified by the deviations in the direction of the normal vector of a real surface from its ideal form if these deviations are large the surface is rough if they are small the surface is smooth, rz iso roughness height ry maximum height of the
profile it is a common joke in surface finish circles that ra stands for regular army and ra is the chemical symbol for radium only ra is the average roughness of a surface this emphasizes that the a is a subscript ra average roughness, definition of surface texture and stylus instrument 0 25 8 ra rq rsk rku or rt wz rz ry at iso4287 84 sum of height of the largest profile peak jis ten point height of roughness profile rz at jis94 sum of mean value of largest peak to, surface roughness measurements of cylindrical gears and bevel gears on gear inspection machines gnter mikoleizig alongside the macro test parameters on tooth flanks for profile and tooth traces surface properties roughness play a decisive role in ensuring proper toothed gear function, spi 0 4 to 50 ra micro m surface finish nickel surface finish comparator 8 specimens 2 1 2 inch overall length x 5 inch overall width includes 0 4 to 50 ra micro m surface finishes includes 16 32 63 125 250 500 1000 and 2000 aa micro inch surface finishes includes instructions and case, hardness amp surface roughness testers gage amplifier accessories hardness testers hardness tester accessories portable hardness testers portable hardness accessories surface roughness gages surface roughness gage accessories durometers ultrasonic thickness gages and coating thickness gages, complete guide to surface finish symbols roughness charts ra rz measurements and callouts from basics to advanced symbols to inspection from cnccookbook the leading cnc blog on the internet, interpretation of term jis jis b 0031 and jis b 0061 defines the index to exhibit the product surface roughness as arithmetic mean roughness ra maximum height ry ten point mean roughness rz average spacing of convex and concave sm average spacing of local summit s and load length factor tpSurface Roughness Meter MR220 Tests
Ra Rz Rq Rt Rmax Rp
April 13th, 2019 - Introduction MR220 Roughness Meter is applicable to measure surface roughness of various machinery processed parts especially for roughness measurement of complex parts such as Flat Curved surface Grooves and Holes Capable of evaluating surface textures with a variety of parameters according to various national standards and international standard

TECHNICAL DATA Excerpts from JIS B 0031 SURFACE ROUGHNESS
April 10th, 2019 - Surface roughness is the arithmetic average of values at randomly selected spots on the surface of an object Center line average roughness ?Ra75? is defined in the supplements to JIS B 0031 and JIS B 0601 Typical calculations of surface roughness Reference Relationship Between Arithmetic Average Roughness ?Ra? and Previous Notation a c

Why Use a Surface Finish Chart Metal Surface Finish
April 20th, 2019 - Why Use a Surface Finish Chart May 11 Our Surface Finish Standards Here at Metal Cutting the surface finishes we most often deal with are the end cut of small precision metal parts and the body surface along the diameter of tubes and rods You can read more about our expertise and how we meet the Ra surface finish requirements of

ra rz surface finish best ra rz surface finish phrmg org
March 23rd, 2019 - metal surface finish machine less more High resolution Ra Rz Surface Roughness Tester SRT6200 Key words portable roughness tester roughness ra surface roughness surface finish roughness tester mitutoyo
roughness testing machine surface finish tester surface roughness tester manufacture

**Standard Test Method for Measurement of Surface Roughness**

**Surface Roughness Testers Elcometer USA**
April 19th, 2019 - Measurements of surface roughness are expressed in terms of Ra Rz or Tp These values include peak to valley profile measurement in combination with an assessment of the frequency of peaks within the sample area The Elcometer 7061 surface roughness tester is a light weight and portable measuring solution for the range of surface roughness

**Ra amp RMS Surface Roughness Calculation Surface Finish**
April 19th, 2019 - If a material has a texture or surface scratch electropolishing will only result in a lustrous texture or lustrous scratch Mechanical polishing is utilized to remove macroscopic texture or blemishes Equivalent Ra values for Surface Finish Grade Numbers Older drawings may use roughness grade numbers to indicate Ra values

**Surface Roughness impactinstruments co za**
April 13th, 2019 - Roughness tester measure surface roughness up to 160 microns Tel 27 11 704 7001 5 8 Email outer cylinder and sloping surface Both Ra and Rz parameters in one instrument Works on 3 7V rechargeable lithium battery Compatible with ISO DIN ANSI JIS national standards Built in lithium ion rechargeable battery and a charging

**Surface Roughness Profile Parameters Phase II**
April 20th, 2019 - Ra Ra is the arithmetic average of the absolute values of the roughness profile ordinates Also known as Arithmetic Average AA Center Line Average CLA The average roughness is the area between the roughness profile and its mean line or the integral of the absolute value of the roughness profile height over the evaluation length

**SURFACE ROUGHNESS TR220 Alat Uji Industri**
April 10th, 2019 - Shore Durometer Surface Roughness Surface Roughness Tester TIME3221 Surface Roughness Tester TIMEA@3110 Surface Roughness Tester TR220 Survey and Construction Instrument Tambang Terowongan Testing Machine thermoMeter CX Ultrasonic Thickness Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge TIME 2170 Ultrasonic Thickness Gauge TIME2130

**EQUIVALENT SURFACE FINISH N5 N6 N7 N8 N9**
April 21st, 2019 - Live From beautiful Pine Beach New Jersey Welcome to the world s most popular metal finishing website topic 7560 EQUIVALENT SURFACE FINISH N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 2001 Q I AM LOOKING FOR A CHART OR SOME REFERENCE RELATING N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 TO Ra VALUES Michael L last name deleted for privacy by Editor Wyandotte Michigan
Quality 101 Surface Finish Measurement Basics
August 31st, 2004 - In Europe the more common parameter for roughness is Rz or Mean Roughness Depth. It is the average distance between the highest peak and the deepest valley in five sampling lengths or cutoffs. Rz is more sensitive than Ra to the changes in surface finish because maximum profile heights and not the averages are being examined.

The Difference Between Ra and Rz Production Machining
April 21st, 2019 - The Difference Between Ra and Rz Surface finish measurement procedures general terminology definitions of most parameters and filtering information can be found in American Standard ASME B46.1 - 2009 Surface Texture and in International Standards ISO 4287 and ISO 4288.

Surface Finish Metrology Tutorial National Institute of
April 21st, 2019 - Title Surface Finish Metrology Tutorial Author T V Vorburger and J Raja Subject Mechanical Keywords roughness surface finish surface texture

Surface Texture amp Machining Symbols University of Iowa
April 20th, 2019 - Surface Texture amp Machining Symbols NOTE WAVINESS IS NOT USED IN ISO STANDARDS FIGURE 1 Location of ratings and symbols on surface texture symbol 002 250 ALL SURFACES -9 Surface roughness description and application Head Rider Stylus Workpiece 0.5 um 20 gin

Surface Roughness Conversion Chart Home Mactech On
April 20th, 2019 - SURFACE ROUGHNESS CONVERSION CHART Mactech Inc • 4079 Pepin Ave • Red Wing MN 55066 PH 651 388 7117 • TOLL FREE 800 328 1488 • FAX 651 388 0337 • www.mactechonsite.com ON SITE MACHINING SOLUTIONS Surface Roughness Conversion Chart Ra micrometers Ra microinches RMS CLA Rt N Cut off Length inch mm 0.025 1.111 1 0 3 1 0

Surface Roughness Conversion Chart Tables Engineers Edge
April 19th, 2019 - Surface Roughness Conversion Charts and Tables definitions and data Where Ra Roughness average in micro meters amp micro inches RMS Root Mean Square in micro inches CLA Center Line average in micro inches Surface Roughness Review Surface Roughness Standards Comparator The following charts and tables convert surface finish or

Ra Surface Finish metalcutting.com
April 15th, 2019 - It is by far the most common standard requested by customers for their surface finish goals with requirements typically in microinch units of 8 Ra 16 Ra 32 Ra or 63 Ra. In addition, customers sometimes ask for other surface finish parameters such as Rz - the mean surface roughness calculated by averaging the five highest peaks and the

Surface Preparation Roughness
April 11th, 2019 - Surface roughness measurements required for compliance to International Standards. The unit is also suitable for assessing surface roughness conditions in a wide range of general industrial applications.
particularly where the sample is too large to bring to the laboratory. Measurements of Surface Roughness are expressed in terms of Ra, Rz or Rt.

**SURFACE FINISH GUIDELINES Greene Tweed**

April 19th, 2019 - SURFACE FINISH GUIDELINES Parameter Definition of the Parameter ISO 4287 1997

- **Ra**: The arithmetic mean of a surface finish profile within a sampling length Rp
- **Rz**: The largest peak height of a surface finish profile within a sampling length measured from the mean line Rz
- **Rt**: The average of the sums of the largest valley depth to the surface.

**Surface Roughness Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>025</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Ra</td>
<td>4in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4in</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Rz</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ITALY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aY</td>
<td>Ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNI</td>
<td>13963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>POLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1âQp</td>
<td>CZECH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cwQK</td>
<td>JAPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eåg</td>
<td>DIN4763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60VSM</td>
<td>10321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>PN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>042</td>
<td>51CSNo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14450</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Surface Roughness Meter 130 Roughness Comparison**

April 19th, 2019 - Manufacturer of Surface Roughness Meter 130 Roughness Comparison Specimens Roughness Tester Samsonic Surface Roughness Meter TIME 3220 and Surface Profile Gauge offered by Samruddhi Industries Ahmedabad Gujarat.

**Surface Roughness Chart PDF Document**

April 14th, 2019 - They are arithmetical mean roughness Ra are maximum height Ry ten point mean roughness Rz mean spacing of profile irregularities Sm mean spacing of local peaks of the profile S and profile bearing length ratio tp. Surface roughness is given as the arithmetical mean value for a randomly sampled area.

**Dan the Metalworking Man Surface Roughness Testing**

April 8th, 2019 - They are many devices you can use to test the Surface Roughness of a metal part. Surface Metrology is the measurement of small scale features on surfaces. Roughness Parameters Ra, Rz, Rq, Rt. Assessed Profiles Primary profile p, Roughness profile R, tp curve Ry. Maximum roughness depth DiN, Rmax. Max roughness depth DiN also called Rtm.

**Roughness measurements of stainless steel surfaces**

April 21st, 2019 - Roughness measurements of stainless steel surfaces. Introduction Ra value. Surface roughness is a measure of the texture of a surface. It is quantified by the vertical deviations of a real surface from its ideal form. If these deviations are great, the surface is rough. If they are small, the surface is smooth. Roughness is typically considered to...

**Surface Finish Chart Roughness Conversion Table L J**

April 20th, 2019 - Variables affecting the resultant finish are grit size tool load condition of tool feed rate traverse rate condition of metal to be polished and lubricant used if any. For precise and consistent results surface finish should be specified in a range or maximum level of roughness average Ra.
metal surface finish standards Aluminum Al foil plate
April 18th, 2019 - metal surface finish standards If you have any questions or good suggestions on our products and site or if you want to know more information about our products please write them and send to us we will contact you within one business day

Surface finish Ra and Rz Finishing Anodizing Plating
April 20th, 2019 - A Ra and Rz are different parameters of roughness Ra is the average roughness of a surface Rz is the difference between the tallest peak and the deepest valley in the surface You must to verify is your instrument rugosimeter able to show you the Rz

Machining surface finish chart comparator method degree
April 21st, 2019 - As for machining to iron and steel castings the surface finish smooth degree is also an important requirement The following is the conversion chart is from dandong foundry for Ra um Ra micro inch Rz um RMS and finish degree in China and USA including the related finish methods

Surface Texture From Ra to Rz Modern Machine Shop
January 10th, 2002 - Surface Texture From Ra to Rz In North America the most common parameter for surface texture is Average Roughness Ra Ra is calculated by an algorithm that measures the average length between the peaks and valleys and the deviation from the mean line on the entire surface within the sampling length using a ratio range for Rz to Ra

Surface Roughness Standards Surface finish Equipment
April 18th, 2019 - Mahr Certified Dual Roughness Master 2238983 Surface roughness standard with two areas sinusoidal for calibration and triangular for stylus check Ra 3µm 118µin Ra 0 4µm 16µin Certified to the value of the standard included parameters Ra Rz Rmax PC RPC which are tracable to N I S T

SURFACE ROUGHNESS TERMINOLOGY AND PARAMETERS Rp1 Rp2 Rp3
April 18th, 2019 - SURFACE ROUGHNESS TERMINOLOGY AND PARAMETERS Terminology Ra Rq Sampling Length l is the nominal wavelength used for separating roughness and waviness Also known as Cutoff Length or Cutoff Evaluation Length L is the length over which the values of surface parameters are evaluated It is recommended that the evaluation

Surface Finish Analysis Gagesite
April 19th, 2019 - Surface Finish Analysis April 2 2014 Overview • The Basics The Standards ASME B46 1 2002 Surface Texture Rz Rt Rp Rv Ry Wt Pt •Peak to Valley Height •Single Flaw •Spatial and Slope Parameters – Pc Rdq Sm •Bearing Ratio Parameters – tp tpi mr mrd mrc

Surface Roughness Finish Review and Equations
April 20th, 2019 - Surface Roughness Standards Comparator Surface Roughness Conversion Chart Surface roughness ot texture is the measure if the finer surface irregularities in the surface texture and is composed of three components roughness waviness and form These are the result of the manufacturing process employed to create the surface
Categories of surface roughness MISUMI eC
April 20th, 2019 - ratio tp Surface roughness is given as the arithmetical mean value for a randomly sampled area 'Mean center line roughness Ra is defined in the annexes of JIS B 0031 and JIS B 0601 » Ten point mean roughness Rz Maximum peak Ry Arithmetical mean roughness Ra A section of standard length is sampled from the mean line on

Ry Surface Finish Products amp Suppliers Engineering360
April 5th, 2019 - Find Ry Surface Finish related suppliers manufacturers products and specifications on GlobalSpec a trusted source of Ry Surface Finish information Sub micron level tolerances and surface finishes High Precision Metal Grinding amp Lapping Services In terms of surface finish Ra and Ry tool with crystal orientation 110 shows

A Guide to Understanding Surface Roughness Measurement
April 21st, 2019 - They are arithmetical mean roughness Ra maximum height Ry ten point mean roughness Rz mean spacing of profile irregularities Sm mean spacing of local peaks of the profile S and profile bearing length ratio tp Surface roughness is given as the arithmetical mean value for a randomly sampled area

Rz JIS Surface Finish Products amp Suppliers Engineering360
April 16th, 2019 - The values of Ra Ry and Rz JIS for G specimen are 0.11 0.88 and 0.58 lm respectively larger than that for EP specimen of about 0.05 0.41 and 0.32 lm respectively Apparently the surface finishing condition of the EP specimen is better than that of the G specimen

surface roughness tester portable Metal Testers
April 15th, 2019 - surface roughness tester portable Ra Rz surface roughness measurement Product Description The PHASE II SRG 2000 surface roughness tester profilometer is a pocket sized economically priced instrument for measuring surface roughness texture conforming to traceable standards

TECHNICAL DATA TECHNICAL DATA SURFACE ROUGHNESS Excerpt
April 20th, 2019 - GThe evaluation length of Ra Ry and Rz Five times the cut off value standard length respectively Preferred number series Indication of surface texture on drawings Preferred number series Triangular indication Standard length of RyCR z C ut o f val e r mm c mm A rit hm et ic no u s s a SURFACE ROUGHNESS Excerpt from JIS B 0601 1994 and

Surface roughness Wikipedia
April 21st, 2019 - Surface roughness often shortened to roughness is a component of surface texture It is quantified by the deviations in the direction of the normal vector of a real surface from its ideal form If these deviations are large the surface is rough if they are small the surface is smooth

Surface Roughness - Significance and symbol interpretation
April 21st, 2019 - Rz iso Roughness Height Ry Maximum Height of the Profile
It is a common joke in surface finish circles that “RA” stands for Regular Army and “Ra” is the chemical symbol for Radium only “Ra” is the average roughness of a surface This emphasizes that the “a” is a subscript Ra – Average Roughness

**Definition of Surface texture and Stylus instrument**
April 10th, 2019 - Definition of Surface texture and Stylus instrument 0 25 8 Ra Rq Rsk Rku or Rt Wz Rz Ry at ISO4287 ‘84 Sum of height of the largest profile peak JIS Ten point height of roughness profile Rz at JIS’94 Sum of mean value of largest peak to

**Surface Roughness Measurements of Cylindrical Gears and Bevel Gears on Gear Inspection Machines Günter Mikoleizig**
Alongside the macro test parameters on tooth flanks for profile and tooth traces surface properties roughness play a decisive role in ensuring proper toothed gear function

**Surface Finish Comparators MSCDirect com**
April 20th, 2019 - SPI 0 4 to 50 RA micro m Surface Finish Nickel Surface Finish Comparator 8 Specimens 2 1 2 Inch Overall Length x 5 Inch Overall Width Includes 0 4 to 50 RA micro m Surface Finishes Includes 16 32 63 125 250 500 1000 and 2000 AA micro Inch Surface Finishes Includes Instructions and Case

**Surface Roughness Gages Starrett**

**Complete Surface Finish Chart Symbols amp Roughness**
April 21st, 2019 - Complete Guide to Surface Finish Symbols Roughness Charts RA RZ Measurements and Callouts From basics to advanced symbols to inspection from CNCCookbook the leading CNC Blog on the Internet

**Surface Roughness Large size Machining Surface**
March 24th, 2019 - Interpretation of term JIS JIS B 0031 and JIS B 0061 defines the index to exhibit the product surface roughness as arithmetic mean roughness Ra maximum height Ry ten point mean roughness Rz average spacing of convex and concave Sm average spacing of local summit S and load length factor tp